
FIVE

NOISY! BANGING, HISSING 
AND RATTLING SOUNDS.

SIGNS YOUR
FURNACE NEEDS
REPAIRED
IN YOUR HOME

Recognizable

sign 1

How do you know when your furnace needs fixed? BluFlame Service Co. has created this 
simple guide to help you look for warning signs that your furnace needs repaired. Don’t 
wait for things to go awry, ending in inconvenient furnace breakdown. Pay attention to 
how your furnace operates. If any of the following symptoms appear, it is time to call in 
an expert to repair your heating system.

If your furnace is making unusual noises, 
such as clicking, popping, vibrating or 
rattling, it could be an indicator that your 
heating system needs repaired. Or it could 
simply be a loose cover panel. Better to be 
safe than sorry. Contact a repair expert to 
get your furnace looked at.

STALE AND STUFFY! DRY, DUSTY 
AIR INSIDE YOUR HOME.

sign 2

Do you have a dry throat, nose or skin? Are your clothes constantly 
clinging to you from an overabundance of static electricity? These 
could be a sign that your furnace is not working properly. Furnaces 
in need of repair may have trouble creating clean air and proper 
humidity levels to keep your family comfortable.

EXPENSIVE! HIGH 
UTILITY BILLS.

sign 3

As furnaces age, they become less 
energy efficient causing your gas and 
electric bills to go up. Contacting a 
furnace repairman can help save you 
money every month.

STINKS! LINGERING SMELLS 
AROUND YOUR FURNACE

sign 4

Often the first time you turn your furnace on in 
a while, there is a temporary smell. However, if 
the smell does not fade or you smell gas, there 
could be a leak or an excessive amount of dust 
inside your furnace.

BRRRR! INCONSISTENT 
TEMPERATURES IN 
YOUR HOME.

sign 5

Constantly adjusting your thermostat to try to 
keep each room warm may be a sign that your 
furnace needs a fixed. As your furnace ages, 
sometimes they lose their ability to heat your 
home equally.
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